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Comprehensive
ACO Data Services
CITI HEALTHCARE SERVICES
DATA SERVICES
Data Extraction
Data Migration
Data Transformation
Data Ingestion
Data Aggregation
Data Warehousing

SOFTWARE SERVICES
Predictive Analytics
Business Intelligence
Telehealth Applications

Accountable Care Organizations require access to patient data
across the continuum of care spanning inpatient and outpatient
settings. Frequently this data exists in silos and is hard to access.
CITI can help aggregate healthcare data, analyze trends, and
improve the quality of accountable care.
TECHNOLOGY ENABLES TRANSFORMATION
CITI Healthcare’s suite of solutions and services can help you transform your business
by reducing costs, and increasing patient satisfaction through a coordinated healthcare
delivery system. We can help you ensure that patients get the right care at the right time,
while preventing duplication of services and medical errors.

Mitigating ACO challenges
Most ACOs are reluctant to invest heavily on Information Technology initially and prefer
to operate with a very high level of efficiency. CITI’s staff augmentation services,
technology solutions, and full managed services can help you reduce your time spent on
data management issues so that you can focus on care coordination and the quality of
care delivery instead.
CITI is recognized in the industry as a company providing expertise in healthcare data
management. Built off our experience with extracting data from over 300 unique
systems/applications for data archiving, we have developed a suite of healthcare
solutions for data extraction, data transformation, data aggregation, business rule
management, data ingestion, data warehousing, and predictive analytics - that can help
you boost profitability and savings.

Identity and Access Management
Cloud Computing
Better Care Coordination

MS SharePoint Services

FINANCE
AND ACCOUNTS

Improved Decision Making and Quality of Care
Increased Rewards and Proﬁtability

BUSINESS AND CARE
QUALITY METRICS

MANAGED SERVICES
Full Application Lifecycle Management
Business Intelligence

DATA
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DATA
ANALYTICS

PREDICTIVE MODELS
FOR HIGH-RISK
PATIENTS

Staff Augmentation
Reduced Readmissions

Custom Software Development
Health IT Consultancy

www.citi-us.com

Reduced Time Wastage in Care Coordination
CLAIMS
MANAGEMENT

Lower Operational Expenditure

POPULATION
WELL-BEING
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HARNESS THE POWER OF ANALYTICS

WHY CITI HEALTHCARE

We can help you build a customized enterprise
data warehouse and prescriptive analytics
solution that can help you improve operational
efficiency, optimize infrastructure investments,
and adjust care delivery models for high-risk
patients - putting you on the path to become a
high-performing ACO.

CITI offers a full portfolio of IT products and services for government and commercial
customers. Our offices include a state-of-the-art development integration lab and
testing facility, where we both develop systems and explore advanced technologies
on behalf of our customers. CITI has proven itself an IT thought leader in the core
competencies of systems engineering and integration; network engineering; identity
management/biometrics; healthcare; business intelligence/data warehousing;
enterprise collaboration portals; and enterprise architecture. CITI has successfully
architected, designed, developed, and implemented agile, innovative, and on-time
solutions such as custom software applications and critical systems for our customers
in over 240 locations worldwide.

Conduct trend and gap analyses to improve
resource utilization and quality measures
Leverage and customize advanced business
rules engines for risk segmentation
Reduce readmission costs and penalties
using predictive modeling

SUCCESS AREAS
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Significantly improves key operational
efficiencies such as quality reporting and
performance improvement.
Improves ability to efficiently respond to
queries from different stakeholders such as
payers, hospitals and other providers.
Enhances the quality of care of the patients,
which can, in-turn, help the ACOs contribute
towards cost savings.
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Improve the collection through reporting and
common denial reasons.
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Built-in dashboards and analytics help
practice administrators take key decisions at
the point-of-care.

Impact of Health Infrastructure on ACO Focus
Most ACOs focus their attention on preventive care, coordinating care, eliminating
readmissions, and monitoring and improving their quality and performance measures.
CITI can assist you with your initial and on-going data management needs allowing you to
invest where needed for your market.
Population
Health

ACO Focus

Create easy-to-understand reports, alerts,
and dashboards
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and business
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Health Infrastructure Maturity

Quality Metrics

CITI Healthcare’s suite of technology solutions and staff augmentation services can help
you find the right balance between patient experience and profitabilitity.

Discover comprehensive ACO data services
Call (703) 483-4316 to book a consultation with our
Healthcare IT experts

7799 Leesburg Pike, Suite 500 North
Falls Church, VA 22043

(703) 483-4316

www.citi-us.com | sales@citi-us.com

About CITI: Established in 1996, headquartered in Falls Church, Virginia, and have offices located throughout the United States, Europe, South Asia, and Canada. CITI is a diverse
organization filled with talented IT and certified business professionals. We are ISO 9001:2015, ISO 20000-1:2011, ISO 27001:2013 and CMMI-DEV Maturity Level 4 certified. As a
Microsoft Gold Partner, we specialize in the creative use of agile methods and emerging technologies. CITI Healthcare’s solutions and services enable organizations to enhance
operational efficiencies and streamline processes while meeting regulatory compliance. CITI’s team of healthcare and IT experts empower providers and payers to deliver quality,
connected, patient-centric care more efficiently and cost effectively.
www.citi-us.com
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